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1 - Akatsuki?

Our story starts with Naruto eating at the ramen shop......

Naruto:Ah! Thats some good Ramen! Lay another on me old man! ^_^

Old Man;You got it!

Then someone came in to shop.

Kinoshi;Hey Naruto!

Naruto;Kinoshi? What are you doing here?

Old Man;Ah Finally you showed up Kinoshi I need to leave for a second be right back.

Kinoshi;Sure thing sir!^_^

Naruto;Can someone anwser me?!

Kinoshi;Oh sorry Naruto, uh Im here cause I work here now.

Naruto; What?! I haven't seen you here before though.

Kinoshi;Enough questions Naruto, how about some more Ramen?

Naruto;I haven't seen ya cook either.

Kinoshi;*sigh* Whatever Naruto...

Then all of they both heard someone screaming "Help! Someone! We need a Ninja or Somebody!"

Naruto; What the...

Kinoshi;Well Naruto? They said ninja...

Naruto;Right*nods* Lets go!

They both ran outside and saw...nothing!

Then they ran to the end of the street they where on and they still did not see anything or anyone.

Kinoshi:That's odd.



Naruto;Yeah unless it could be..

Kinoshi;a..

Naruto/Kinoshi;AMBUSH!!!

Then all the sudden a Ninja appeard in a cloud of smoke.

Kinoshi;Hmmm by the look of your head protector looks like your a Orochimaru follower. Other wise
known as a sound ninja.

Sound Ninja;Heh smart girl.

Naruto;Awww I was expecting an ambush! Not just one ninja!

Kinoshi;Relax Naruto we can still kick the crap out this dude.

Naruto:Heh yeah your right! ^_^

Sound Ninja; Im not here to fight Im just here to deliver a message and leave.

Naruto;Hmpf Who's the message for?

Sound Ninja; Someone who goes by the name Kinoshi Yamiyo.

Kinoshi;*gasp*

Naruto;Kin..Kinoshi?

Sound Ninja;Yes, mind telling me where the find her?

Naruto;Why should we help you?

KInoshi:Naruto quiet! It's ok....

Naruto; Huh?

Kinoshi;Sir Ill tell you who she is....she is me.

Sound Ninja;Well this makes my mission all the more easy.

Kinoshi;Give me the message.

Sound Ninja;Heh

Kinoshi/Naruto;?



The sound ninja held up a kuni then ran towards Kinoshi, before Naruto or her could defend he put a
scratch on Kinoshi's Headband. Then he threw a note on the ground and ran off.

Kinoshi:Wh...what the....

Naruto;What in the world just happened?

Kinoshi went to her knees and picked up the note then took off her headband to see what the sound
ninja did to it

Kinoshi;*gasp* N..No....This...this can't...

Naruto;Kinoshi?....Open the note see what it says.

Kinoshi;......*reads* Oh my god! It is!

Naruto;Kinoshi what is it!?

Kinoshi;I..its..a......

Naruto;*Thinks*Kinoshi Looks terrified as if she's seen a ghost!*

Kinoshi shiverd in fear and ran off towards the woods.

Naruto;Kinoshi!!! Wait!!!! *Then he thought* Kinoshi what about my Ramen?!

***********************************************************

Kinoshi sat on a log starring at the Note.

Kinoshi;Why?...Why would they want me?......

?????:Because...they can use you for there own reason...

Kinoshi;Huh? Kakashi?

Kakashi; Uh I saw what happened. I just felt like I had to explain it to you.

Kinoshi;Well?...begin explaining smart guy!

Kakashi:*sigh* Have you've ever heard of Itachi Uchiha?

Kinoshi;Who?

Kakashi:Itachi Uchiha Is Sasuke's Older Brother...*Explains the whole thing about Itachi.*

Kinoshi;Woa...so why do they want me?



Kakashi;My guess is like earlier they can use you for their own reasons.

Kinoshi;*sigh* Wait a second. Why would a sound ninja give me this?

Kakashi;Maybe because he was under cover?

Kinoshi:Heh good point.

Then Kinoshi thought *I hope not to ever end up like Itachi*

Kakashi;Well im headin back to the village wanna come with?

Kinoshi;No thank you sir, I think ill sit here for a little while longer.

Kakashi;Alright.

Then Kakashi walked off, and Kinoshi just kept starring at the note.
The note said...

Dear Kinoshi Yamiyo,
The Akatsuki have come to a desition of making you one of the Akatsuki. Because we have noticed that you've had
your criminal and assasination habits in the past, we could train you Kinoshi Yamiyo. You belong with the
Akatsuki. We shall give you time to think it over but, we expect your anwser in about a week. If you don't give us
your anwser by then, we will send someone who WILL get your anwser.

From the Akatsuki.

Kinoshi;*sigh* How did they know though? How did they find out?

(To be continued)



2 - The past...(part one)

Kinoshi was heading back to the village of kohona.

Kinoshi; why...why me?...

********************************

*Flash back*

Kinoshi five years old.....

Kinoshi; Mother I know what im gonna be when I grow up!

Mother; And what is that?

Kinoshi;A Shinobi! Im gonna be the best Ninja from our village!

Then Kinoshi's mother smack Kinoshi.

Mother;You evil child! You want to kill your whole clan?

Kinoshi;M..*cries* What did I do?

Mother;Quiet! your sleeping in the barn agian tonight!

Kinoshi;b...but.

*Flash back over*

********************************

Kinoshi; Back then, I had idea what was going on with my parents, intill....My village was detroyed.

Kinoshi was entering the village, but then she stopped and looked at the note she had agian..

"I Have one week." Kinoshi thought.

Then Kinoshi noticed that she'd been gone all day and it was night time.

Kinoshi;*sigh*



Kinoshi went to her apartment, when she got to the door she found that her room key was missing.

Kinoshi;Damn! Where did I put it?

Kinoshi looked in her pockets and she even traced back her steps from the forest. When she got back to
the village again there was this man standing in front of her.

Kinoshi;Um exuse me sir but Im going to the village would you mind moving?

Man;heh

Kinoshi;Uh sir?

Man;Im not moving.*he took out a Kuni*

Kinoshi;Heh You wanna play for a bit? ok! *takes out Kuni*

*Naruto strong and strike music*

Kinoshi;Come!

The man went after Kinoshi

Kinoshi Did some hand signs of her own.
Then she held up her hand.

Kinoshi;Ninja art Time stop Jutsu!

Man;What?!

All the sudden time stopped then she did some more hand signs.

Kinoshi;Ninja art position switch Jutsu!

Then everything turned around and Kinoshi was after the man and the time freez woro off.

Kinoshi then stabbed him with his own kuni and he was killed.

Kinoshi;*gasp* a substituion Jutsu!

Then the man appeared behind Kinoshi.

Man;That was a frightning Jutsu! But, It wasen't good enough!

Then the man stabbed Kinoshi

Kinoshi;Heh. Your not the only one who can substitute!



Man;Huh?

The Kinoshi he stabbed was a shadow clone.

Then Kinoshi Came from the ground and pulled him into the ground.
And then Kinoshi came out of the ground, and stood in front of him.

Kinoshi;heh your not so tough, Im my eyes your an F class ninja! heh!

Man;Urgh!

Kinoshi;Why did you come at me like that sir?

Man;Heh. So after that fight you still treat me with respect.

Kinoshi;Huh? so?

Man;*His voice changed* This was very entertaining Kinoshi Yamiyo.

Kinoshi;*Gasp* Th...that voice! n..no it can' be!

Man:hahahahahaha! *Then he went into the ground*

Kinoshi was shivering in fear.

Kinsohi; Th..that..that was....Orochimauru!

Orochimauru:Intill Next Time Kinoshi. *he left*

Kinoshi;Heh! And I thought that I wasen't gonna get any practice done today! heh.

Then Kinoshi found her key and went back to her apartment.

(To be continued)



3 - The past...(part 2)

The next day Kinoshi was out in a field training with her team mates Gorro And Cero.

Gorro Was fighting Cero and Kinoshi was training her own way, by meditating.

Gorro; Hey Kinoshi! Why don't you try training our way?!

Kinoshi couldn't hear him.

Gorro; *Sigh* Cero Kinoshi has been acting strang lately, Im worried about her.

Cero;......

Gorro;Yeah you might be right she just maybe has alot on her mind.

Kinoshi just sat there with her legs crossed and her hands in a hand seal.

Kinoshi kept thinking of the note she got, wondering what she had to do, wondering if she should tell her
team mates about it. Maybe they can help, but then again maybe they would make things worse.

Gorro;Hey Kinoshi lets go break for some lunch!

kinoshi got out of her transe

Kinoshi;Huh? Oh sure!

Kinoshi walked up to her team mates and they headed for the village.

But has they left a couple Ninja appeared from the bushes.

Ninja;We have to get it before the other guys do.

Other Ninja;Don't worry we will. Besides If they get it first heh well that's just a few more people to kill.

Other Ninja; Heh your right it'll be no problem!

Both;Bwuhahahahahaha!

****************************************************************************

At the village, kinoshi and her team mates sitting on a bench.



Gorro opened a bag, the bag had three rice balls in it, then Gorro passed them out to his team mates.

Gorro; ha! Alright some food!

Gorro went to take a bite out of his yummy rice ball, when he noticed that Kinoshi was just starring at the
ground.

Gorro; Hey Kinoshi whats wrong?

Kinoshi; Huh? oh heh nothings wrong heh heh.

then Kinoshi saw the rice ball in her lap.

Kinoshi;Oh looks good Thanks Gorro.

Gorro;Oh uh your welcome.

"Ok Somthing is going on with Kinoshi, and she doesn't want to tell me." Thought Gorro as he took a bite
out of his food.

(I know it's short but im tired and bored ill type more later!)



4 - the yamiyo clan's birthmark!

After lunch Kinoshi wanted to go see their sensei Arata, so she left Gorro and Cero and headed for her
sensei

Kinoshi went looking then she started calling for him.

Kinoshi;Arata? Arata Sensei?.....are you around here? Sensei?!

Then the two ninja from earlier apeared behind Kinoshi all of the sudden.

Kinoshi felt them behind her, then took out a kuni

Kinoshi;If you two where smart....you would run!

Ninja A; Heh quite a little mouth on you huh?

Ninja B; You should know better to talk that way to the zhizhu Brothers!

Kinoshi;uh...Spider brothers?

Kinoshi was looking at them as if they had lobsters coming out of their ears.

Ninja A; urgh yes!!!

Kinoshi;heh heh..ok whatever so what now? You two gonna fight or what?

Ninja B; I hate kids like you! I'll shut you up!

Kinoshi;I dare you to try!

Ninja A/Ninja B;Ninja art Mind stun jutsu!

Kinoshi;Huh? what did they say?...Mind stun?.....

Then all the sudden Kinoshi got a huge pound of pressure on her head then she had trouple seeing.

Kinoshi; *urgh* What the hell did you do to me?!

Then two ninja just stood their laughing as Kinoshi passed out.

But right after Kinoshi passed out her team mates ran up and saw what happened.



Gorro;What did you do to her?!

Ninja A: Our special jutsu, Mind stun jutsu. It first puts pressure on the opponents head, then enters it
threw the pours of the hair, witch gives the enemy huge pain... the pressure then gets heavier and
heavier intill then prson is left uncounsious.

Gorro;You....you....*takes out his sword* you.......Bastards!!!!

Gorro then ran up to them with his sword and tries to cut one of the ninja, when all of the sudden they
weren't there. Then Gorro saw them standing next to Kinoshi.

Gorro thought; Wow their fast!! too fast, oh no Kinoshi!

Gorro; What do you want with Kinoshi?!

Ninja B; * Evil laugh* Oh its not what we want with Kinoshi.

Gorro; Huh? oh so your working for somebody?! Tell me who your working for! *holds up sword* Or ill
KILL you!

Ninja A ;Stay out of this little brat! All our boss wants is us to get Kinoshi before the others do!

Gorro;Huh?

Gorro and Cero looked at each other.

Ninja B;Heh we will be leaving now!

one of the Ninja went to pick up Kinoshi, as he pulled her up a cloud of smoke appeared and it was a
log.

Ninja A;What it can't be....

Ninja b; A substitue!

Then all the sudden they saw Kinoshi on top of a building starring down at them.

Gorro and cero looked closely at her.

Gorro;*gasp* Kinoshi?

They all where starring at her.

Kinoshi had a mark around her arm shaped as a two headed dragon, and it was glowing.

Gorro;Th..the birthmark of the Yamiyo clan....



Kinoshi looked down at the two rogue ninja.

Kinoshi;Thanks for the nap....you gave me enough time to charge!

Ninja B;Wh..what? How?!......but our jutsu...

Kinoshi;..was no use at all....

Ninja A/ Ninja B; uh..ah!

Kinoshi held up her right hand into a one handed hand seal....

Kinoshi;Now die!!!!

all the sudden some of her chakera came out of her fingures and into a form of a two headed dragon
and flew down to the rogue ninja and flew threw them...

Rogue ninja;AAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHH!

The dragon took their lives as the screamed for mercy.

Kinoshi; Dont ever.....ever...
(close up to her face)

Kinoshi; Try to assasinate me ever!

Gorro;Kinoshi.....

(to be continued)



5 - her childhood....

After Kinoshi killed the two rogue ninja, she jumped off the building she was on and landed in front of her
team mates...

Kinoshi;Heh thanks for the backup guys! ^_^

Gorro;Uh...no problem....O_O

Cero;....

Kinoshi;Nothing is wrong Cero...Im fine..

Gorro;Well..ok..

Kinoshi;I wonder what those two ninja where doing here...

Gorro;They said....They wanted you....

Kinoshi;Me?! Oh no! not again!

Gorro;What do you mean not again?!

Kinoshi;I..it's nothing!

Gorro;No it's Not!! Kinoshi they also said they had to get you before the other people do...

Kinoshi;....

Gorro;What did they mean by that?!

KInoshi;Nothing ok?! I can handle this on my own!!

Gorro;Kinoshi we are a three man team! We can do this together!!

Cero;....

Kinoshi;Oh don't give me that crap!! Three man team my butt!

Gorro;What is wrong with you Kinoshi?!

Kinoshi;Shut up!!! We were put into this team just because us and our sensei are the only remaining
people from our village!!! Team work doesn't matter to me!!!



Gorro; Kinoshi stop being stupid! You know how much you love being on a team!! Ever since your
parents got killed!!!

Kinoshi;....

Gorro;oops..uh..sorry I didn't mean to bring up a sore spot..

Kinoshi;Shut it!! No one...no one..ever..EVER! Brings up my parents!!!! EVER!!

Gorro;Im sorry..

Then Kinoshi glared at her team mates with hatred in her eyes...

Kinoshi;Whatever! If I was ever taken away from you two I wouldn't mind..it would be too soon!

Then Kinoshi started walking off fast...

Gorro;Kinoshi

Cero;....

Gorro;*sigh* your right she maybe just needs some time...

_________________________________________________________________

Kinoshi then ended up walking halfway out of the village..

Kinoshi;They don't care...no one ever cared!...Not even my parents...

(*FLASHBACK*)

Kinoshi as 5 years old....at the Village hidden in the flowers...

Kinoshi working in the barn...

Kinoshi;Ok I've finished cleaning up the barn, feeding the animals, Planting the new trees, and preparing
dinner.

Cat;meow..

Kinoshi;Oh hello there Faith..



Faith;Meow..

Kinoshi;Sorry it's alittle to late to play now Faith, mother and father want to tell me something soon, and i
don't want to miss it..

Faith;meow..

Kinoshi;thanks for understanding Faith I got to go now...bye! ^_^

Faith;meow..

Then Kinoshi walked out of the barn and locked the doors tightly, then ran into the house...

Kinoshi;Mother..Father..Im home!

Mother;Oh hello..

Father;....

Kinoshi;Um..do you like the dinner ive prepared?

Mother;*cough* the bread is a little stale..but *sigh* what can you expect from a five year old....

Kinoshi;Oh I am sorry Mother but that was all the bread we had left..

Father;Kinoshi what we were going to tell you is..

Kinoshi;Yes Father?

Mother;Were going to have another baby!

Kinoshi;*gasp* re..really?

Father;Yes...

Kinoshi;B..but why tell me this?

Mother;..Hmm..well we just thought you would want to know..

Father;Before...

then Kinoshi's Mother hit her father..

Father;Oh..right..

Kinoshi;...



Mother;You may go now Kinoshi....

kinoshi;Oh um..yes Mother...

Then Kinoshi left the room but hid behind the door without her parents knowing...

Then her parents started talking....

Mother;You almost told her!

Father;Im sorry, but she has to find out sooner or later that..

Mother;In order to get another child...we would have to kill her....

Kinoshi;*thinks K...kill?..b..but why would they want to kill me?*

Father;Im starting to rethink this whole idea though...

Mother;Nonsense! She has been getting lazy at all her chores ever since she started steaking to that
ninja academy here!

Father;Your right and sense she's getting older...she'll get even more lazy.

Mother;Which is why we must have another child..

Father;ok I see..

Then Kinoshi ran out of the room without her parent noticing...

Then Kinoshi started crying her eyes out as she ran up to the barn...
when she leaned her head against the barn door, a shadow apeared over her, a shadow of a person..

Kinoshi;..Huh?...

?????;Kinoshi What's the matter?...

Kinoshi;wh..who are you?..and how do you know my name?..

?????;Oh I've known you for quite some time now......

Kinoshi;....

?????;I heard that your parents are planning to kill you?

Kinoshi;Y..yes..



?????;Then why don't you just run away?...

Kinoshi;I..i can't..I love my parents..

?????;You love the people who have hated you, treated you like dirt, and want to kill you?..

Kinoshi;..

?????;Listen Kinoshi, you don't love them..you think you do, but you really hate them...despise
them...and you want to kill them yourself..

Kinoshi;*gasp*

?????;Run away from here Kinoshi...if you don't they for sure will kill you...but if you run away, and come
back then you are strong, you can kill them and everyone else you hate.

Kinoshi;Wh..who are you?

?????;hm hm hm heh heh heh hahahahahaha.

(*END OF FLASHBACK*)

____________________________________________

Kinoshi was still walking...

Kinoshi;*sigh* I was so scared at that moment...I had a choice..to get killed by my own parents, or to run
away and become strong...

Kinoshi;I chose to run away....I ran away to to village hidden in to leaves and transfered the their
academy and became a genin ninja, but then when I wanted to go back to my village...I didn't want
revenge..I wanted.....love....

(*ANOTHER FLASHBACK*)

Kinoshi Yamiyo...10 years old...

Kinoshi with a warm feeling in her heart ran past trees and bushes and ran up to her village gate...

But when she saw the gate it was destroyed..

the most terrible thoughts went into her head..
Kinoshi ran up the stairs then saw the village...

Everything was on fire...destroyed...broken, and the people where dead.



Then Kinoshi knew her parents where dead and then started to cry..

an all the sudden kinoshi saw a man standing about ten feet in front of her laughing evily, it
was...Orochimaru!

It was like he just couldn't stop laughing, he had fun detroying and taking the lives the the people in that
village.

And Kinoshi couldn't stop crying, later Orochimaur walked up to her.

Kinoshi;Aahhhhh! Please stop! Don't kill me!!!

Orochimaru;Im not going to kill you, Im going to thank you for giving me the chance to destroy yet
another village. ahahahahahahahahahaha........

(*END OF FLASHBACK*)

______________________________________________________________-

Kinoshi;that face of his!..it was frighting,.....simply frighting!

Kinoshi;But...somehow..right now i don't feel all that art broken...

Kinoshi;It's getting late and i've walked pretty far....I'll go back..

Kinoshi started running back at her ninja speed then she got to the village of konoha.

But she was too tired to get to her apartment so she fell asleep on a bench.

(to be continued )



6 - The Dreaded last day of the week!!!

After that day the rest of the week was kinda weird, Kinoshi did not talk to anyone at that time. Even
when people tried talking to her she just shrugged and walked off. She was certain of what she had to
do. After the last few days of the week past, it was finally here, the dreaded last day of the week! Kinoshi
was trying to think of a plan to get her out of all this mess.

It was saturday morning in Konoha village, Kinoshi had just left her apartment, and was heading to town
hall the see if anyone had found her sensei(who had been missing for a while).

Kinoshi was walking down the Konoha streets.

Kinoshi;*sigh* come on where are you Arata Sensei?

Naruto;Who?

Kinoshi;*sigh* What are you doing here pest?

Naruto;Hey!! What's with you Kinoshi?! You've been acting pretty darn mean all week! Hmmm...come to
think of it you've been acting like this ever since that sound ninja left you that note...

*then kinoshi stoped in her tracks*

Naruto;Huh?

Kinoshi;Naruto,Uzumaki...ninja of the village hidden in the leaves...I will miss your determination, and
confindence....

Naruto;What's this all the sudden?! Are ya going somewhere?!

*then Kinoshi continued walking*

Kinoshi;It's my business and mine alone, this will be dealt with for sure, and everything will be back to
normal...

Naruto;*thinks, what is she talking about?!*

Kinoshi;Heh, good-bye Naruto Uzumaki.*disapears in a cloud of smoke*

Naruto;Wait!!...hmmm I wonder if Goro and Cero Know anything about this..*runs off*

_______________________________________________

With Goro and Cero Training as usual



Naruto;Ah! I've found you too!

Goro;Naruto? What are you doing here?

Naruto;I just passed Kinoshi in the village and then all the sudden she started going on about stuff like
good-bye Naruto Uzumaki and she'll miss me and stuff! She's talking like she's going somewhere!!!

Cero;....

Goro;Oh crap! Cero you could be right!!

Naruto;Huh? What did Cero say?!

Goro;A few days ago Kinoshi was wanted by these two rouge ninja, they said that their master or boss
whatever wanted to get Kinoshi before the other guys do. We where wondering what they meant...I also
wonder if Kinoshi knows if more people are coming after her..

Naruto;Hmmm did Kinoshi tell you about the note?

Goro;What? A note?!

Naruto;Kinoshi got a note at the begining of this week, I remember the look on her face, Like she saw a
demon! She was terrified then ran off into the forest, and didn't come back intill late at night.

Goro;I knew something was going on that she's not telling us!!! Quick Naruto!,where did you last.,
see kinoshi?!

Naruto;I last saw her heading to town hall, she said something about looking for your sensei.

Goro;Ok so she's not doing anything drastic yet, *shivers* something going to happen today,
something...very..bad.

Naruto;huh? *gets a creeped out look on his face*

Goro;Quick! Even though she hasen't done anything yet, we still gotta find her a watch her all day, and
make sure thet birthmark of hers is not activated yet!

Naruto;Huh? what birthmark?

Goro;Ill explain on the way but now lets move!

Naruto; Ok!

*Naruto,Goro, and Cero ran towards the Village*



_______________________________________________________

With kinoshi leaving town hall

Kinoshi;They still haven't found him yet?! Arata Sensei where are you?..

*as Kinoshi walked back down the streets of konoha village a sudden chill came down her back*

Kinoshi;*thinks, what if my plan doesn't work?! ill be killed! I don't think I've ever been this scared!*

______________________________________________________

Goro,Cero,And Naruto searching for Kinsohi in the Village

Naruto;I see so that birthmark on Kinoshi's arm, is the sacred energy of the Yamiyo clan...and if she
unleashes that power likes she did last time, it could wipe out half the continent!?

Goro;Correct! Our clan"s name Yamiyo, stands for dark as in dark energy, and if it's used more than
once, the birthmark would eventully take over it's host and be used for..for...

Naruto;What?!

Goro;Pure Evil!

Naruto;* gets a scared look on his face*

Goro;I know, which is why we will be kinoshi's body gaurds for about a day so maybe she won't get
scared and use the birthmarks power again!

Naruto;Ok this will be no sweat!

Goro;Heh *thinks, I admire your confindence Naruto, But im afraid this will not be so easy as you think.*

_____________________________________________________

at town hall

Naruto;aww man! we just missed her!

Goro;Now where did she go?!

Kinoshi;Looking for me?

Goro;Kinoshi!



Kinoshi;What's going on?

Naruto;Kinoshi, we figured it out know! We know that more people are coming for you today! So we are
gonna be your body gaurds today! :)

Goro;*Hits naruto on the head*

Naruto;Ow! what was that for?!

Goro;You weren't supposed to tell her you idoit!!!!

Kinoshi;haha it's ok Goro Im ok with this idea ^_^

Goro;huh? you..are?

Kinoshi;mmhm! ^_^

Naruto;Ok! Kinoshi you can count on us to protect you! ^_^

Kinoshi;aww thanks guys ^_^

Cero;* has a supsious look on his face*

Naruto;hmm! ok lets go get somthing to eat!

Kinoshi;Alright!

*Naruto, Goro, and Cero where walking ahead*

Kinoshi;heh heh heh *thinks, Naruto you've alway been such a fool!*

_________________________________________________________

Real Kinoshi wandering threw the forest with a back pack

Kinoshi;*thinks, I haven't seen any sign of the enemy yet, maybe they won't come*

*kinoshi jumps and flips into the air and lands in a tree*

Kinoshi;Heh, Yeah right! Of course they'll come!, and I'll be ready!

*Kinoshi runs deeper into the forest*

(hours past intill the sunset comes)

Kinoshi;I wish they'd come already! I want to get this over with! *runs deeper in the forest*



______________________________________________________

Night time in konoha Village

Goro, Naruto, Cero, and (so called)Kinoshi sitting on a bench.

Naruto;Ah so they dso no one came did they?! hehe! They must be chicken Because were here! ^_^

Goro;*sigh* Naruto Have you ever thought they might want to come at this time? You know when it's
dark?

Naruto;huh?...oh..well Im sure there still chicken! haha!

Cero;...

Goro;What is it Cero?

Cero;*takes out Kuni and throws it at Kinoshi*

Goro;Cero! What the Hell are you doing?!

Cero;....

Goro;hmm? a..a Fake!

Cero;*nods*

Kinoshi;*laying on the ground* heh heh heh hahahaha HAHAHAHAHAHAHA!

Naruto;*takes out Kuni* show yourself imposter!

Kinoshi;*turns into Kabuto*

Naruto;*gasp* Kabuto!

Kabuto;Well you've found me out didn't you? I guess i've underestimated you all. my mistake, *
Disapears in cloud of smoke*

Naruto;Hold it you Bastard!!

Goro;Too late he's gone Naruto.

Naruto;UUUURRRGGGGHHH!

Goro;Calm down Naruto! We need to keep our cool, and find the real Kinoshi!

Naruto;*thinks for a minute* I got it! Kabuto was trying to distract us from Kinoshi, so we wouldn't find the



real one! Im sure Kabuto Knows where she is! lets find Kabuto!

Goro;Stupid Naruto! Try to think a little more clearer! Kabuto Is long gone by now! We should Find
Kinoshi quick! Im sure she'll be attacked soon enough!

Naruto;Right, but where could she be?

Goro;hmmm, I got it! She goes into the forest alot! Im sure she's their somewhere!

Naruto;Ok lets go!

*all three of them head to the forest at full speed*

________________________________________________

(Naruto heavy violance music)

Kinoshi;*lands on the ground of a grassy part of the forest*

Kinoshi;Heh well, looks like Im not alone anymore...

*all the sudden a person came out of the shadows*

He had a Long over coat with red clouds on it, and a big brown grass woven oriental hat on.

Kinoshi;*thinks, heh the discription Kakashi gave me fits him very well*

Kinoshi; Your.. Uchiha...Itachi.....

(to be continued)



7 - an emo moment

( Heavy Violance music)

Kinoshi; Your...Uchiha..Itachi..

Itachi;.....

Kinoshi;; Heh well let's get this started! *takes out kuni*

__________________________________

Goro, Naruto, and cero running threw the forest looking for Kinoshi

Goro; Kinoshi!!!!

Naruto;Kinoshi where are you?!!!

___________________________________________

Kinoshi;Take This! *throws Kuni at Itachi*

Itachi;*catches it in his mouth then hold the kuni in his hand*

Kinoshi;....

Itachi; hmmm..you expect this thing to do any damage?..

Kinoshi;urgh.....

Itachi; *throws Kuni in ground* I do not wish to fight Kinoshi Yamiyo.

Kinoshi;Well that makes only you!! If I can't ask the Akatsuki leave me alone then I'll just have to make
them!

Itachi; Well go ahead Kinoshi can't you see?...

Kinoshi; Huh?

Itachi; Im now unarmed go ahead and kill me..*he held out his empty arms* go a head...

Kinoshi;You asked for it!!!! * Takes out three Kuni, then throws them up in the air, after that she does the
hands seals*



Itachi;...

Kinoshi; Serpent!,Ram!,Dog!,Bird!,Tiger!, Dragon! Ninja art! Kuni Ribbon Dance!

Itachi;...

* Then the Kuni she threw up in the air had ribbons coming out of them, with writing on them*

Kinoshi;*caught the kuni, one in each hand and one in her mouth, then she flipped into the air had the
ribbons twirling below her as if the where helping her off the ground*

Itachi; So this is the Kuni Ribbon Dance I've heard about...

Kinoshi; Ninja Ribbon Wrap!!!

Itachi;....

*Then Kinoshi's Ribbons wrapped around Itachi*

Kinoshi; Now you Die!!! *She Pulled the Kuni as if they tied a knot that would choke Itachi*

*Then he turned into a log*

Kinoshi;* Gasp* No way! I had my eye on him the whole time! and he didn't even do any hand seals!

*Then Itachi appeared but a centimeter behind Kinoshi*

Kinoshi;*Gasp*...!

Itachi; I see...that was an impressive Jutsu....

Kinoshi;*gulp*......

Itachi; Listen Kinoshi Yamiyo of the Village hidden in the Blossoms(Flowers)...the Akatsuki will make you
stronger, and will help you get the revenge you want, and that birthmark of yours....

Kinoshi;Huh?..wha...what about it?

*Itachi touched her right arm then lifted up the sleave*

Kinoshi;..what are you doing?!

* Then all of the sudden Kinoshi's Birthmark apeared*

Kinoshi;H..how did you do that?...

Itachi;If you come with me..I will help you with that Birthmark of yours..



*Then Kinoshi held her right arm and slowly stepped back*

Kinoshi;Help me?

Itachi;I could get rid of the curse of the Yamiyo birthmark.

*then Kinoshi's Birthmark was starting to hurt her*

Kinoshi;AAHHHHHH!!!*Thinks, he could get rid of this pain! I could be free of my clan!*

*Then her pain stop, she then noticed that Itachi left*

Kinoshi; I gotta get out of here! * Kinoshi ran off holding her arm tightly*

__________________________________________

the others landed in the spot Kinoshi was just in*

Naruto; huh? a Kuni! with a ribbon on it!

Goro;By the looks of it we just missed her!

Naruto;Oh no Kinoshi!

*then Cero put his ear to the ground then pointed north*

Goro;It's ok Naruto we can follow Cero!

Naruto; Oh ok.

*they ran off*

___________________________________________

*Kinoshi Running as fast as she can but her Birthmark is slowing her down*

Kinoshi; *Breathing heavily* Ugh..I hate this damn thing!!! Why did it half to be me?! Why! *starts to cry*
why....why do I have to have this birthmark on my arm?! *Thinks, that's it! This birthmark is triggered by
that one vain in my arm!*

*Then Kinoshi took out her last kuni and stared at it for a little*

Kinoshi;*cries really loud* That's it Im getting rid of this thing without the Akatsuki!!!!!!

*Then someone heard her*



Kinoshi; Good-bye Yamiyo Clan curse!! * Takes Kuni and stabs her right arm*

*Then Kinoshi Let out a Big scream in pain*

Kabuto;No!! *runs up to Kinoshi and Takes the Kuni out of her arm*

Kinoshi;*Then Kinoshi looked up in anger*

Kabuto;*Thinks, I can't let her take that vain out of her arm, that's the whole reason why Orochimaru
wants her, is for her birthmark!*

Kinoshi;*Has blood running all down her arm* Kabuto Yakushi...Don't make me Kill you! I Will not let
Orochimaru take this Birthmark!!!

Kabuto; *Pushes his glasses up* heh ,You do know if you try to take that vain out of your arm it would kill
you.

Kinoshi;Urgh! *thinks, I would kill him right here on the spot if I was not losing too much blood*

Kabuto;Your Losing way too much Blood Kinoshi, let me fix you up and then you can come with me.

Kinoshi;Im not going anywhere with you! You Basterd!!!! *gets up weakly and tries to run off*

Kabuto;*Pushes his glasses* And so, the chase begins...

(To be continued)



8 - a Dream..

Goro;I think I heard the scream over here!

Naruto;We missed her again!

Cero;*puts his ear to the ground again*

Goro;Hear anything?

Cero;*nods, and points east*

Goro;She must be running from something, or someone.

Naruto; *gasp* Kabuto!

Goro;Ok we haven't been making much progress by staying together, so lets split up into different
directions.

Naruto; ok

* all three run off into different directions*

_________________________________________________

Kinoshi running from kabuto
*then
Kinoshi;*Thinks, Kabuto is dangerous! I Have to keep running intill I think of a plan to lose him! Urgh
*sigh* but maybe kabuto is right, this birthmark of mine, if I cut the vain out I would probably die!, What if
the Akatsuki can help me?*

*Kinoshi stops running*

Kinoshi;Just try and get me Kabuto! It's your death wish!!

*Kabuto lands from running in the trees*

Kabuto; Heh, That's no fun you didn't even run that far...

Kinoshi; *Thinks, Im so weak! If I lose any more blood I'll die!*

Kabuto; Do you want to Die out here Kinoshi? Is this how you wanted it to end?!



Kinoshi;*Looks at her bloody right arm* *Thinks, Should I use the power of the Yamiyo clan to save me?
NO! Or should I?...*

Kabuto;Quit acting so childish and come with me....

Kinoshi; *sigh* Do you ever stop talking? *Takes down her hair*

Kabuto;...

Kinoshi;*wraps her headband around her arm with with black ribbon that was in her hair* Ok that should
do it for now...

*Then Kinoshi did hand seals with one hand*

Kabuto;*Thinks, hand seals with one hand huh?...*

Kinoshi;*whispers to herself, Demonic Illusion: Tree Bind Death!*

*then all of the sudden a tree grew behind Kabuto*

Kabuto;...!

Kinoshi; *smiles evilly*

_________________________________________________
a Little later

*Goro lands where Kabuto is stuck in a tree*

Goro;Kabuto!?

Kabuto;....

Goro;*runs to Kabuto and draws his sword up to his neck*

Kabuto;Heh, what do you plan to do with that?

Goro;Tell me where Kinoshi is!

Kabuto;*Laughs*

Goro;Where the Hell is she?!

Kabuto;Like I know kid! She's Probably dead by now.

Goro;What?!....!



Kabuto;Her arm was practically cut open, she was losing way to much blood I think she's dead now.

Goro;What did you do to her?!

Kabuto;She did it to herself kid!

Goro;..Huh?...

Kabuto;That's right, she was trying to get the vain of the birthmark out of her arm...

Goro;*drops his sword* You liar!!! You Know she's not dead! If your working for Orochimaru, then you
wouldn't want her to die because if she dies then the birthmark is worthless! And Orochimaru will have
your head if you brought her back dead! But your laughing so I know she's alive!

*Then Goro picked up his sword and ran off to look for Kinoshi*

____________________________________________________

Kinoshi walking holding her arm and breathing heavily

Kinoshi;*pant pant* Itachi..Uchiha...I will let you show me a way....

*then Kinoshi moans in pain, and falls down*

Naruto;Kinoshi! I found you!..huh?

Kinoshi;*Lying on the ground* Na...Naruto?..

Naruto;Kinoshi! You look really bad what happened?

Kinoshi;*coughs up blood* Na..naruto..I don't want to die yet! I can't! *cough* I have my dream to make a
reality...I M-must master the power of my birthmark, *cough* And help the person that is precious to me!

Naruto;*Tries to help Kinoshi up* And who is that?..

Kinoshi;I do not know yet....

(to be continued)

(P.S.
This does not mean there's anything between Kinoshi and Naruto, there just good friend ok?)



9 - Short Chapter..

the next morning in the hospital....

Kinoshi;*wakes up*....

*someone comes in the room*

Kinoshi; ? *looks up*

??????; *walks to the night stand and puts flowers in a vace, then sits down next to Kinoshi's bed*

Kinoshi;*thinks, who's sitting next to me?..I can't see him!*

??????;*holds Kinoshi's hand* Kinoshi....*whispers something in her ear*

Kinoshi;*gasp* what.....

??????; Kinoshi take up on the Akatsuki's offer...It's the only way....

Kinoshi;Wh..who are you?...

??????;You will find out..long after you wake up...

Kinoshi;Huh?! Wake up?

*The all the sudden he disapeared*
___________________________________________

Kinoshi;*Wakes up* Wait!!!!

Naruto;Kinoshi! your awake!

Kinoshi;Naruto.....

Naruto;Your in the hospital Kinoshi..

Kinoshi;huh? but, wheres that strange man that was just in here!?

Naruto;HUH?! what man?

Kinoshi;*stares off in space a little* never mind..

Naruto;Kinoshi..



Kinoshi;*looks up* yes?...

Naruto;The way you looked last night... the way you where bleeding..and the way you where talking..as
if you WHERE going to die...

Kinoshi;*sigh*

Naruto;I DON'T WANNA SEE A FRIEND OF MINE LIKE THAT EVER AGAIN!

Kinoshi;.....!

Naruto;Why did you do all that?..why did you do all that without asking for my help first!?

Kinoshi;*closes eyes tight*..because...

Naruto;...

Kinoshi;Because I.....!

Naruto;What is it?..

Kinoshi;*sigh* because I HAVE my reasons...

Naruto;*Clenches fists* Don't give me this crap I want the truth!!

Kinoshi;*Gets out of bed and notices the all the bandaids on her body and a cast on her right arm*

Naruto;Where are you going?..

Kinoshi;......*Walks out of the room*

Naruto;Kinoshi.......huh?! Wait Kinoshi Im not sure if that's a good idea to walk yet!!!! *Runs after her*

__________________________________________________

the 5th hokage's office...

5th; WWWHHHAAATTT???!!!

Jonin;.....

5th;YOUR TELLING MEH THAT INTRUDERS WHERE IN KONOHA AND NO ONE FOUND OUT
ABOUT IT INTILL THIS MORNING????!!!!

Jonin;Umm.. miss Hokage Ma'am uh..well please don't be angry, it's that the intruders where like never
even there, only a few ninja noticed them and they didn't want to tell us intill we made them!



5th;And WHO are these few ninja?..

Jonin;*Looks on clipboard* Uh Goro and Cero Yamiyo, and Naruto Uzumaki...

5th;NNNNNAAAAAAARRRRUUUUUUTTTTOOOOO!!!!!

*Desk crashes out of the office window..*

Jonin;O_O *thinks, I think im gonna get the heck out of here* I'll be going to go get them now heh
heh...*Runs off*

(To be continued)



10 - Randomness o.o...

later Goro, Cero, and Naruto leaving the Hokage's office...

Naruto; Geez..I hate Granny Tsunade's arguments...

Goro;I thought you where going to tell her about the intruders last night Naruto!

Naruto;Me?! Why me?!

Goro;*sigh* Never mind..

Naruto;Urgh!

Goro;So naruto how's Kinoshi doing? you know when you last saw her?..

Naruto;Oh yeah..well she's doing ok I guess, but she still won't admit why she ran off like that last night!

Goro;Heh, that's Kinoshi for you...she thinks she can do everything better by herself, she's a little like
Sasuke...

Naruto;*thinks, Sasuke....I wasn't able to save you...but I will save Kinoshi from whatever is after her!*

Goro;Your thinking about Sasuke aren't you Naruto?..

Naruto;Huh?...Yeah..

Goro;Look don't get down again Naruto! I didn't mean to bring Him up!

Naruto;Hey let's go get some Ramen my treat!

Goro;huh?...uh ok

__________________________________________________

Hokage's Office...

5th;So..as Naruto put it...Orochimaru is after that girl Kinoshi Yamiyo, but why?...

*A little moment of silence*

5th;Shizune..

Shizune;Huh? yes?..



5th;Get me Yamiyo Kinoshi's ninja file for me please..

Shizune;Yes ma'am...*Walks out of the room for a second*

5th;Something is telling me that Yamiyo kid is bad news...

Shizune;*comes back* I have the file..*Puts the file on the desk*

5th;*Opens it*...This is interesting...

Shizune;huh? what is it?...

5th;I Can't believe Im just finding out about this...

Shizune;What is it Tsunade?..

5th;It seems Kinoshi and her team mates are the only ones left from the village hidden in the flowers..

Shizune; really?..Hmmm...are they the last of the Yamiyo clan too?

5th; Most likely...seems they did not look for survivors though but it's most likely that their the last of the
yamiyo clan sense well..

Shizune; Sense what?..

5th;Sense Orochimaru destroyed the village...

Shizune;*Gasp*

5th;Let's see..what else do we have on this kid...hmmm, seems she's from the main branch of the
Yamiyo clan, and when she was little she transfered over to Konoha's Ninja academy before her village
was detroyed, but why is that? Why would she transfer to this academy when I've heard that the Flower
village has a wonderful ninja academy..strange...

________________________________________________

At the ramen shop...

Naruto, Goro, and Cero walking in...

*Naruto sees Kinoshi sitting down eating beef ramen*

Naruto;AAAHHHH!? Kinoshi!!? What are you doing here?! Your supposed to be at the Hospital!

Goro;Huh? Kinoshi? hey Yeah Naruto is right!



Cero;...

Kinoshi;*laughs a little* Oh you guys..I was just very hungry for some Ramen, and the stuff they serve at
the hospital is gross...

Goro;Well we could have brought you some Ramen while you where in bed! You didn't need to leave the
hospital just for some Ramen!

Naruto;Actully Kinoshi Is right! This is the best place you could ever get Ramen!

Kinoshi;Heh, that's right ^_^

Naruto;So lets forget about this and eat! Ha ha!

Goro;*sigh*...

*then someone else walked in the Ramen shop..*

Naruto; Huh? Kiba?..

Kiba;Hey Naruto, Hinata's looking for you.

Naruto;Why?..

Kiba;Like I'd know that...

Goro;*Thinks, What's that jerk doing here?....*

Kinoshi;*Blushes* Hey wazzup Kiba? ^_^

Goro;*Hmpf! she always Blushes when she talks to Kiba!*

Kinoshi;Huh? What's wrong Goro?...

Goro;HUH!? *blushes big time* Nothings wrong what are you talking about?!

Kinoshi;*sigh* weirdo...

Goro;*Puppy dog eyes* *Thinks, she'll never exept me..*

Naruto;*looks at Kiba ,Kinoshi, and Goro*

*Cero and Naruto look at each other and shrug their shoulders*

Kiba;So I've heard about the Intruders in Konoha last night..

Naruto/Cero/Goro/Kinoshi;......



Kiba;Ok?...Anyway, I've also heard tha..hey Kinoshi what happened to your arm?!

Kinoshi;*sigh* *thinks, He just now Noticed it?!* Oh it's nothing really just broke it that's all..

Kiba;How?!..

Goro;*Thinks,If he starts sitting next to Kinoshi Im gonna make this ramen bowl land on his head!*

Kiba;*walks towards Kinoshi*

Goro;*Looks at the Ramen bowl with an evil smile*

Kinoshi;*looks at watch* ah! I gotta go!

Naruto;Where ya going?

Kinoshi;If my doctor doesn't see me in my room at the hospital I'll surely be in for it!

*Kinoshi ran off*

Kiba;uh..What exactly went on last night?...

Goro; Well look at this Cero! *Points to his watch, and winks* We have to be somewhere too!

Cero;...?

Goro;*Grabs Cero's arm* Lets go!

*Cero and Goro left*

* Then Kiba looked at Naruto*

Naruto;uh..*Picks up Ramen Bowl, leaves the money on the table and runs out of the place*

Kiba;uh....ok?

(To be continued..)

(PS. Note to Kiba fangirls; Dont be angry because I have Kinoshi Likeing Kiba ok? It's just a fanfic so
please to send your goons after me..)



11 - Decisions Of A Ninja

Later that night Kinoshi was tossing and turning in her sleep, sweating a panting then holding on to her
right arm.

(*Kinoshi's Dream*)

*Kinoshi was running threw a bunch of mist crying and screaming*

Kinoshi;Mother!! Father!! Im sorry I ran away please don't die!!!!

*then Kinoshi stopped running only to see her parents getting slaughtered by Orochimaru's blade*

Kinoshi;NNNNOOOOO!*cries* Stop it STOP IT!!!!

*After that Kinoshi saw a baby crying*

*Then Kinoshi crawls over to the baby and holds her*

Kinoshi;*cries* Why?...why?....*looks at the baby's necklace*

Baby;*cries*

Kinoshi;Kanashima? That's your name?...*cries*

Orochimaru;*evil laugh* It's your turn little one...

Kinoshi;No! I won't let you kill her!* Gets up and runs with Kanashima in her arms*

Orochimaru;*Stretches his tounge* You can't run away from me Kinoshi..

*Then Kinoshi fell down and the baby flew out of her arms, then Orochimaru caught her*

Kinoshi;*gasp* NOOOOO!!!*cries*

*but Kinoshi couldn't stop him, Orochimaru Killed Kanashima*

Kinoshi;*screams*

Orochimaru;Well look whos last*pulls sword out of his mouth*

*Suddenly Kinoshi started screaming really loud, her birthmark was revealing for the first time(and lets
just say it hurt like hell)*



Orochimaru;*Suprised look* So much chakra in just one arm!

Kinoshi;AAAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!

Orochimaru;Hmmm this girl could be of use to me.*does hand signs, then neck stretches*

Kinoshi;...!!!

*Suddenly Orochimaru bit her on the neck*

Kinoshi;...

Orochimaru;*goes back to normal* You are mine Kinoshi *smiles but then his expression changes*
What?!

Kinoshi;*cries* So..much..pain!

Orochimaru;The curse mark never revealed! What happened?!

Kinoshi;*stops crying* Is the Yamiyo Clan's birthmark more powerful than Orochimaru's curse marks?

*Then Orochimaru faded away*

Kinoshi;*looks at her dead parents*

Kinoshi;You also tried to kill me! Mother,Father..you tried to replace me with this child! I wasn't good
enough for you!

*after that everything turned black and Kinoshi Suddenly was in darkness by herself*

Kinoshi;Thats it!...Even if you two are dead, I WILL get my revenge! I swear it!!!
(*Dream ends *)
____________________________________________

*Then Kinoshi wakes up breathing heavily*

Kinoshi;...*gets up and walks to the window*

*then kinoshi thought of what itachi told her when she was in the forest*

(Itachi's Voice);"You will gain control over that birthmark of yours,isn't that what you want?"

Kinoshi;*thinks,ok my decision is final..*

____________________________________________

The next morning naruto went to go Visit Kinoshi at the hospital



Naruto;*opens the door* Her Kinoshi I brought you some ramen from the ramen sho...Huh?!

Kinoshi wasen't anywhere in sight and the nurse said that she never saw kinoshi leave her room that
morning.

Naruto;Kinoshi!!!!

-----------------------------------------

we come to Kinoshi running threw trees in a large forest far away from Konoha Village

Kinoshi;*Stops and looks behind her*

*then kinoshi continued running *

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Kinoshi's last words before she left Konoha..

~Im sorry comrades..but these are The Decisions Of A Ninja~

The End...

(Hello writer talking here! Don't get so down yet still mor to come in the
ceqal!http://www.fanart-central.net/story-43818.html)
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